
New Mexico & Universal Design for Learning

CAST’s UDL Guidelines Webinar Series

New Mexico’s Central Region Educational Cooperative Brings You the UDL

Guidelines Webinar Series

This pre-recorded webinar series on the CAST UDL Guidelines is presented as a partnership between the Central

Region Educational Cooperative and CAST (Center for Applied Special Technologies). The New Mexico Public

Education Department’s commitment to educational equity for ALL learners and CAST’s commitment to

designing educational experiences Until Learning Has No Limits

as founders of the UDL framework come together in this series

where access, agency and expert learning is an outcome

educators can design for each and every learner across the great

state of New Mexico.

Navigating this Series

By now you have been introduced to the foundational concepts

of UDL.

● All learners are variable.

● The barriers are in the curriculum, not the learner.

● All learners can practice expert learning.

This series will take you one giant step further. The UDL Guidelines help us to understand the sources of

variability for learners, where curriculum can cause a barrier, and the components of any learning experience that

educators should pay attention to as they design learning. Throughout the series, we will share our experiences

working with teams to implement the UDL Guidelines by telling stories, reflecting on artifacts from classrooms,

and providing resources for you to take and use. CAST Implementation Specialist, Niel Albero, will  facilitate your

professional learning experience making connections along the way.

You can watch the webinars in sequential order or begin with the Guideline that interests you most. This UDL

Guidelines Series Graphic Organizer provides you with examples and supports for putting the learning into

practice. Consider if you want to use it digitally, in print form, or use it as a guide to create your own system.  The

interactive transcripts are another support as you learning each session.

Reflect on your strategies for taking in the information, managing resources, and creating a plan for applying to

your practice.  Share these strategies with your colleagues. Please note the videos and transcripts will be
available until September 30, 2021. Thank you for choosing this UDL Guidelines Series for your professional

development and happy learning!

*We apologize for the few audio interruptions in the making of these videos as we aim to bring you voices from across the

country.  Closed captions and transcripts can support language during those technical glitches.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/18SvRb17YteqqhjJPe9kmod0SX1arCqJMMXhgk5ouaSM/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18SvRb17YteqqhjJPe9kmod0SX1arCqJMMXhgk5ouaSM/edit#


The UDL Guidelines Structure

In this Introduction, CAST National Faculty Member and CEO of Lessoncast, Nicole Tucker-Smith shares her

insight into the construction, uses, and future of the UDL Guidelines.  (Introduction Transcript)

Choose a way to access the UDL Guidelines as you go throughout this series.

The UDL Guidelines (PDF) - 2 sided document with checkpoints on one side and space for notes on the other

The CAST UDL Guidelines Website - interactive website with descriptions, examples and research

Guideline Webinar Video Playlist

1. Introduction

The Engagement Guidelines

2. Recruiting Interest

3. Sustaining Effort and Persistence

4. Self-Regulation

The Representation Guidelines

5. Perception

6. Language and Symbols

7. Comprehension

The Action and Expression Guidelines

8. Physical Action

9. Expression and Communication

10. Executive Functions

For more details including descriptions, transcripts, resources and reflections, view the section on each guideline

below.

Recruiting Interest

In this Provide Options to Recruit Learner Interest Webinar, CAST Innovation Network Manager, Ari Fleisher

shares insights into the Affective Network of the brain. She shows examples of how to build access to

Engagement in learning. (Recruiting Interest Slides, Recruiting Interest Transcript)

Recruiting Interest Resources
● Provide options for Recruiting Interest (Guidelines Website)

● Will you pass the Attention Test? (1.5 minute video emphasizing the importance of goals)

● UDL Kindergarten Mannequin Challenge (2 minute video showing choices in full bloom)

● Outsiders Learning Menu (Google Doc)

● Making Connections with Greetings at the door (3 minute video)

● Clusive Introductory Video (2 minutes)

● Clusive Customizable Learning Environment (explore as a guest or create a log in)

Recruiting Interest Reflection
● How do you plan to recruit learner interest?
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K_wZsJ8qU0Y8mYQgq4tib4ZAFRxHcgB_dy-2zC8zFjc/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVAKBnXIGxA&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31Vd8zvl2GE&t=2s
https://clusive.cast.org


● How do you build relevant, goal-directed choices for your learners?

● How do you minimize threats to give all learners emotional access to learning?

Sustaining Effort and Persistence

In this Provide Options for Sustaining Effort and Persistence Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist, Niel

Albero, shares a classroom video, artifacts, and strategies that help us to identify the components of a lesson or

unit that is designed to support learner effort and persistence. (Effort and Persistence Slides, Effort and

Persistence Transcript)

Sustaining Effort and Persistence Resources
● Praising the Process Grade 1 Writer’s Workshop lesson (video)

● Learning Targets and Success Criteria: Helping Students Aim for Understanding (ASCD Article)

● Single Point Rubrics: A strategy for reflection and feedback

● Sample Classroom Collaboration Protocols: classroom protocols to foster collaboration

● Project Zero Thinking Routines: prompts for collaboration to get to deeper thinking

● Mastery-Oriented Feedback Guide: Sentence stems and models for actionable feedback

● Wise Feedback: examples and research behind the use of Wise Feedback

Sustaining Effort and Persistence Reflection
● How do you share goals and help learners to create their own  goals?

● What structures help learners collaborate?

● What is your process for giving actionable feedback to drive learning?

● How can you use these checkpoints to help learners sustain effort and persistence?

Self Regulation

In this Provide Options for Self-Regulation Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist, Melissa Sanjeh, shares

videos, artifacts, and strategies that help us to identify the components of a lesson or unit that is designed to

support learner’s self-regulation. (Self-Regulation Slides, Self Regulation Transcript)

Self Regulation Resources
● Learner Story: Grant Blasko shares his experience of inaccessible designs.

● Schlechty's Levels of Engagement: A video explaining schlechty’s levels of engagement.

● We Feel Therefore We Learn: An Article on emotions in cognition by Mary Helen Imordiono Yang

● Fixed vs. Growth Mindsets: An Article by Carol Dwek

● Padlet: Self Regulation: A padlet with Self Regulation Strategies

● Remote Engagement Strategies: A google site of strategies

● Why Representation Matters: An Article about representing your students cultures in your

curriculum

● Helping Traumatized Children Learn: A downloadable PDF of a guide for Trauma Sensitive School

Practices.

● Morning Meeting: An example of a remote morning meeting with 2nd graders
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=256hluHbp2o
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1751-228X.2007.00004.x
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/29/carol-dweck-mindset/
https://padlet.com/sanjeh_cast/kw1shkvt806b
https://sites.google.com/view/engaging-learners/home
https://medium.com/edmodoblog/why-representation-matters-in-the-k-12-classroom-3d6b41f124f4
https://traumasensitiveschools.org/tlpi-publications/download-a-free-copy-of-helping-traumatized-children-learn/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaJIymYGX8g


● Mood Meter: A short video overview of mood meters.

● Mastery-Oriented Feedback Guide: Sentence stems and models for actionable feedback

● Wise Feedback: examples and research behind the use of Wise Feedback

Self Regulation Reflection
● Do you have a flexible design that reduces barriers and thereby limits frustration?

● What options for self-regulation do you have in your learning environment?

● How have you provided ways for students to learn about and explore personal coping skills and

strategies?

● How have you provided ways for students to self-reflect on their self regulation strategies?

Perception

In this Provide Options for Perception Webinar, Senior Technical Assistance Manager for the CITES Project,

Janet Peters shares insights into the Recognition Networks of the brain. She shares tools and strategies for

making content accessible to all learners by providing multiple representations so all learners can perceive new

information. (Perception Slides, Perception Transcript)

Perception Resources
● Center on Inclusive Technology & Education Systems (CITES)

The Center on Inclusive Technology & Education Systems (CITES) at CAST provides technical
assistance to district level teams who are creating and sustaining building inclusive technology
ecosystems, where assistive technology, educational technology, and information technology
come together for the benefit of students with disabilities and their families.

● National Center on Accessible Educational Materials (AEM)
The National Center on Accessible Educational Materials for Learning at CAST provides
technical assistance, coaching, and resources to increase the availability and use of
accessible educational materials and technologies for learners with disabilities across the
lifespan.

● Designing for Accessibility with POUR
This interactive web page introduces the acronym POUR as a framework for considering
accessibility in learning design.

● Personalizing the Reading Experience
Support students to customize the display of information to make reading more
accessible.

● Personalizing the Writing Experience
Support each stage of the writing process with tools and strategies for accessibility.

● Creating Accessible Documents
This interactive web page articulates considerations and how-to strategies for making
documents accessible.

● Getting Started with Presentation Accessibility
This print-friendly handout outlines the components of an accessible presentation.
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● Creating Accessible Video
This interactive web page provides instructions for making video content accessible.

● Creating Accessible Social Media Posts
This interactive web page provides instructions for making social media posts accessible.

● Creating Accessible Documents and Slide Decks
This one-hour recorded webinar provides instructions for making accessible documents
and slide decks.

● Creating High Quality and Accessible Video
This one-hour recorded webinar provides instructions for producing accessible video.

Perception Reflection
● What is your process for considering accessibility of all educational materials?

● How do you offer ways for learners to customize the display of information?

● Who are the support people you can go to in creating accessible materials?

Language and Symbols

In this Provide Options for Language and Symbols Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist, Elise Yerkey

shares her experiences working in multilingual classrooms and key components of supporting language and

symbols. (Language and Symbols Slides, Language and Symbols Transcript)

Language and Symbols Resources
● Every Teacher is a Language Teacher article

● UDL Biology Lesson Vignette one page lesson description from the California Science standards

● Prioritizing Vocabulary for Instruction document on the process for choosing academic language

● Direct Instruction: Vocabulary strategies for direct instruction of academic vocabulary

● Common Core construct-relevant Vocabulary by Grade from Smarter Balance

○ ELA/Literacy

○ Math

● Immersion video shows the experience of learner in an English Immersion Classroom)

● Tier 2 and 3 Word Lists Words to consider explicit instruction in the content areas

● Building a Better Word Wall Edutopia Article

Language and Symbols Reflection
● What language and symbols could be a barrier in this lesson/unit?

● How can multiple media support understanding?

● What domain specific words need to be supported for all learners?

Comprehension

In this Provide Options for Comprehension Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist Bill Wilmot shares

insights into the process of building learner comprehension. His metaphor of building a puzzle will help educators
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think about how lessons, units, and learning materials are designed to support comprehension beginning with a

solid foundation of background knowledge through transfer of learning to new contexts. (Comprehension Slides,

Comprehension Transcript)

Comprehension Resources:
● Bloom's Critical Thinking Cue Questions: sentence frames to support deeper thinking

● Corgi Graphic organizers: digital organizers aimed at comprehension

● Project Zero Thinking Routines: prompts for collaboration to get to deeper thinking

Comprehension Reflections
● How do you activate and supply background knowledge in a lesson or unit?

● How do you build relevant themes across learning?

● How do you guide learners to process new information?

● How do you support transfer to new and unfamiliar situations?

Physical Action

In this Provide Options for Physical Action Webinar, CAST Project Director, Shamryn Coyle shares practical

tools and insights into how to support learners in accessing and physically navigating their learning environment.

She shares stories of success and collaboration from her experience in supporting learners in a school setting.

High tech, low tech and no tech assistive technology tools are explored to support educators in thinking outside

the box to support learners. (Physical Action Slides, Physical Action Transcript)

Physical Action Resources:

● Physical Action Checkpoints: CAST UDL Guidelines site
● Additional video resources:

○ Gaining Independence with AIM and AT (Bailey’s story of using accessible materials)
○ AIM and the 21st Century Classroom (characteristics of the 21st century classroom)
○ Creating Adaptable Classrooms for All Students (using accessible materials)
○ Making a Difference with AIM ( overcoming challenges with AIM)
○ Thaysa (a thriving student with Autism and the technology supports)

● Defining Accessibility: AEM Center Website

● Physical Action Padlet: set of resources for each checkpoint

Physical Action Reflections
● How do you provide options for learners to physically navigate their learning environment?

● Besides the classroom, what other environments do learners need support in physically navigating

and accessing learning?

● What assistive technology resources and tools can be universally available to all learners?

● How can you provide options to support varied responses and navigation?
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1b9ddfTyMzND9CWalQ1rPqjTeVPcmpKfJk8JrQqnXL8A/edit
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Expression and Communication

In this Provide Options for Expression and Communication Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist, Elisa

Torres-Barton has viewers reflect on expression with a connection to love languages. She shares a video of this

guideline in action within a classroom and what we should pay attention to as educators when supporting all

learners' expression and communication. (Expression and Communication Slides, Expression and Communication

Transcript)

Expression and Communication Resources
● Providing Options for Students to Demonstrate Understanding Video

● Corgi - Co-organize your learning tool (Video on how to authorize in devices)

● 3-2-1 Video: Dr. Lindsay Masland - Tiered Feedback (2:33)

● CAST UDL Guidelines - Checkpoint 5.1 - Use of multiple media for communication

● CAST UDL Guidelines - Checkpoint 5.2 - Use of multiple tools for construction and composition

● CAST UDL Guidelines - Checkpoint 5.3 - Build fluencies with graduated level of support for

practice and performance

Expression and Communication Reflection
● What will inform your design choices to:

○ Provide multiple media for communication?

○ Use multiple tools for construction and composition?

○ Build fluencies with graduated levels of support for practice and performance?

● Reflection Tool to support your thinking in answering the reflection question

Executive Functions

In this Provide Options for Executive Functions Webinar, CAST Implementation Specialist Becky Canham shares

insights into how educators can design to support the development of learners’ executive functions. She shares

practical strategies and tips that can be easily implemented to enhance learner agency and ownership of learning.

(Executive Function Slides, Executive Functions Transcript)

Executive Functions Resources
● What’s Executive Function - and Why Does it Matter? (Edutopia video)

● Developing Executive Function with Priority Lists ( Edutopia video)

● How Student-Led Conferences Center the Learning Journey (Edutopia video)

● Single-Point Rubric (examples from Mastery Collaborative)

● Mastery-Oriented Feedback (CAST resource with examples and sentence frames)

● Learning Plan (CAST graphic organizer for steps in a plan)

● Larry Ferlazzo’s Websites of the Day (Education news and resources)

Executive Functions Reflection
● How do you support learners to organize time, resources, and information?

● How do you support learners to set goals and formulate plans for learning?

● How do you create the conditions for learners to monitor their own progress?
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Final Reflections

● How has your knowledge of learner variability grown?

● Where might you want to get started in applying the UDL Guidelines to your practice?

● What reflections do you have as a learner?

● What new intentions do you have as an educational designer?

If you need help or require technical assistance please contact Patrice Morrison (pmorrison@cast.org).

For more information on CAST Professional Learning please contact Madeline Reggiannini

(mreggiannini@cast.org).

Thank you for engaging in this learning experience,

CAST Professional Learning Team
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